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WHY should we attempt to develop keratoprosthesis (KPros) for corneal blindness when standard corneal transplantation is so well established and relatively safe? It is true that penetrating keratoplasty, or variations thereof such as endothelial keratoplasty or deep anterior lamellar keratoplasty, are often effective measures in the surgical management of corneal opacification from various causes. However, there are at least two reasons why we need a viable alternative beyond such standard measures. One is due to widespread shortage of donor material and health resources in general, and the other - more important - is the failure rate of keratoplasty in severe cases. Thus we need a back up procedure that can succeed when keratoplasty has failed - and particularly so in the Developing World with its high incidence of corneal disease.

According to recent studies, the World Health Organization (WHO) estimates that the global number of people who are considered blind is 39 million (1). Diseases affecting the cornea constitute a major cause of disease. One is due to widespread shortage of donor material and health resources in general, and the other - more important - is the failure rate of keratoplasty in severe cases. Thus we need a back up procedure that can succeed when keratoplasty has failed - and particularly so in the Developing World with its high incidence of corneal disease.

According to recent studies, the World Health Organization (WHO) estimates that the global number of people who are considered blind is 39 million (1). Diseases affecting the cornea constitute a major cause of blindness worldwide, second only to cataract in overall importance (2). In low-income Developing Countries, there is a disproportional prevalence of corneal disease as a major cause of blindness. Its epidemiology varies from country to country, depending on many factors, such as the lack of resources for prevention and availability of eye care services (3). For rehabilitation only about a hundred thousand standard corneal transplants are performed worldwide per year at present (4), which is not enough for the demand. The insufficient supply of corneal donor tissue for keratoplasty as well as insufficient eye bank organizations, contribute to explain the high global burden of visual disability due to untreated corneal diseases. The other important issue refers to long term outcome with standard keratoplasty which is more limited than often believed. It varies markedly with underlying disease, geography, availability of donor tissue, health budget, and other factors, and it is still poorly documented. Most of the outcome studies published is not population-based and they usually deal with cases of good prognosis in the Developed World. There are situations where the prognosis for successful keratoplasty is very poor, such as in multiple graft failures, severely vascularized corneas, stem cell deficiencies, autoimmune diseases, severe chemical burns, etc (5).

Historically, Keratoprosthesis designs have been beset by technical challenges and by a significant incidence of post-operative complications. The heterogeneity of the data on the different devices, a lack of prospective evaluations, and small numbers of procedures have raised concerns about safety, KPro survival rates, and associated complications.

The Boston Type I Keratoprosthesis has become the most common procedure for cases where standard keratoplasty has failed (6). Multicenter and medium term outcome studies have been encouraging (7). This Keratoprosthesis is now used at a rate of about 1,200 per year, worldwide. The Type I consists of two polymethyl methacrylate plates sandwiching a corneal autograft or allograft, which is then implanted like a standard graft, single stage. A soft contact lens is permanently used after surgery to prevent corneal dehydration and to minimize the risk of melting of the carrier cornea (8). Life-long prophylaxis with low-dose topical antibiotics (e.g. one drop daily) is necessary. Long-term complications associated with the device include glaucoma, retroprosthetic membrane formation, sterile vitritis, retinal detachment and, now rarely, endophthalmitis (9). A Type II device with an extended nub that protrudes a closed lid is occasionally used in end-stage dry eyes (10).

Boston Keratoprosthesis implantation has been proven to be a highly cost-effective medical intervention in the US (10). This procedure, even as a first option in selected patients, can decrease health treatment costs. In contrast, penetrating keratoplasty e.g. in Africa has a limited role and often poor results in infectious and inflammatory diseases, which are the main causes of corneal blindness in Developing Countries (11). This relatively limited ability of standard keratoplasty in restoring sight to blind patients will undoubtedly tilt the choices more and more in favor of KPro.

Research on keratoprostheses is currently vigorous and is directed to problems such as inflammatory response in autoimmune diseases and chemical burns, infections, new drug-eluting contact lenses, optics, glaucoma, shunts, etc (12-16). Undoubtedly there will be rapid technological expansion in this field but will the underlying economics in the Developing World keep up with the pace? The total cost is not so much due to the cost of the device but rather physician time, patient travel, antibiotics, contact lenses and education. Still, with the rapidly expanding economies of the Developing Nations, there is great likelihood that the Keratoprosthesis option will be more and more utilized. Keratoprostheses will undoubtedly become more affordable but they will also - most importantly - be safer.
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